
markers. The safety cap has been devised to prevent any   
harm to the hands when hitting it with an iron hammer.

Extra caution should be exercised with PLeeFiX™ markers 
when maintaining the grass. Aeration procedures may 
damage the PLeeFiX™ markers if contact is made. Scarifi-
cation, raking, coring, slitting and verticuting may also 
damage the PLeeFiX™ markers.

In order to avoid breaking the PLeeFiX™ markers, grounds-
keepers may place the markers on the side of the fields 
instead of in the play surfaces.

DO NOT attempt to plant a PLeeFiX™ marker with anything 
other than the SAFETY CAP and the DRIVING TOOL 
provided. Pointmarkers, Inc. accepts no responsibility for 
damages resulting from alterations to the PLeeFiX™ 
markers. If the SAFETY CAP and DRIVING TOOL are not 
used the individuals run the risk of experiencing an injury to their 
fingers or hands and run the risk of breaking the PLeeFiX™ markers.

The PLeeFiX™ markers should NOT be planted in soil that 
is too sandy because the markers could easily be loosened.

Should you wish to mow your natural grass sports field 
closer to the ground, you will need to adjust the PLeeFiX™ 
markers height accordingly.

DO NOT remove the yellow sticker on the DRIVING TOOL.

DO NOT place concrete in around the PLeeFiX™ markers 
or between the fibers. 

DO NOT use other tools to install the PLeeFiX™ markers. 
Use the tools provided to install the PLeeFiX™ markers.

PLeeFiX™ markers should not be inserted into any part of 
the body, should not be used as a comb or as a brush, 
should not be used as a fingernail cleaner, and should not 
be used as a body decoration in any fashion.

DO NOT insert any part of the PLeeFiX™ markers into a 
nose, mouth, eyes, or other bodily orifice.

STAY ALERT and watch what you are doing when you are 
installing the PLeeFiX™ markers. Use common sense.

DO NOT PLANT PLeeFiX™ markers in unmaintained and 
high grass areas. 

DO NOT place PLeeFiX™ markers in walls.
 
DISCLAIMERS

Pointmarkers, Inc. disclaims any responsibility for injuries or 
damages sustained by any person or property caused by 
improper use or improper installation of the PLeeFiX™ 
markers by the purchaser, or by any other person.

Pointmarkers, Inc. is not responsible for improper planting 
or removal of the PLeeFiX™ markers. 

Pointmarkers, Inc. cannot be held liable for the deliberate 
misuse of the "Instructions for the planting of PLeeFiX™ markers ".

The larger DRIVING TOOL opening should be placed on top 
of the PLeeFiX™ marker and the smaller opening should be 
used to insert the stem of the safety cap.

The PLeeFiX™ marker was manufactured for the spiral cone 
to be planted in the grass. The spiral cone must not be visible 
to the naked eye.  Only the fibers should be visible when 
planted correctly. The fibers should be surrounded by sand to 
protect them, in order for the colored fibers to better be seen. 
If the spiral cone is visible, the PLeeFiX™ markers have not 
been planted correctly which will increase the likelihood of an 
injury.

CHECK the sports fields BEFORE cutting the grass to avoid 
PLeeFiX™ markers being pulled out.

PLeeFiX™ markers have been designed to be placed in grass 
sports fields and the DRIVING TOOL indicates a 1.1811 
inches (3 cm) calibration. If you alter the sticker on the 
DRIVING TOOL, you are altering the height of the fibers, and 
you are altering the usual height at which the lawn mower cuts 
the grass.

The base of the spiral cone must be 1.5748 inches (4 cm) 
under the level of the ground. 1.1811 inches (3 cm) fibers must 
be seen by the naked eye.

REMEMBER to use sand to separate the fibers. If you fail to 
place sand between the fibers, the fibers will stick together 
and they will likely not be seen by the naked eye.

Please regularly check the PLeeFiX™ markers, especially 
during extended breaks from field usage, to make sure the 
PLeeFiX™ markers’ base cones have not heaved or moved 
above the surface.

WARNINGS

If these Warnings below are not followed it could lead to bodily 
harm or breakage of the PLeeFiX™ markers.

If PLeeFiX™ markers are not installed correctly as indicated in 
the Instructions for the planting of PLeeFiX™ markers, it could 
cause bodily harm to any individual walking or running over 
the PLeeFiX™ markers.

PLeeFiX™ markers should be thoroughly inspected to make 
sure no part of the spiral cone is showing before any activities 
are conducted over the area where the PLeeFiX™ markers 
are installed.

Persons under the age of fifteen (15) should not be
using nor planting PLeeFiX™ markers.

DO NOT place a flame against PLeeFiX™ markers, the 
DRIVING TOOL nor the safety cap as they will melt and could 
cause serious injury.

PLeeFiX™ markers should not be used for any other purpose 
than for being planted in natural grass to be used as reference 
point.

PLeeFiX™ markers must not be used on synthetic fields.

CAUTION should be exercised when striking the PLeeFiX™

SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS
Please carefully review all of the following safety instruc-
tions prior to installing the PLeeFiX™ markers.
KEEP this PLeeFiX™ Safety Notice and the "Instructions 
for the planting of PLeeFix™ markers" in a safe place for 
easy reference.

READ ALL instructions in this PLeeFiX™ Safety Notice 
before attempting to plant the PLeeFiX™ markers. Only 
use the PLeeFix™ markers in the ways described in this 
PLeeFiX™ Safety Notice. Failure to follow the PLeeFix™ 
Safety Notice and Instructions for the planting of PLeeFiX™ 
markers could result in serious injury and or property 
damage.

PLeeFiX™ markers are manufactured in a state of the art 
manufacturing facility. Please understand that Pointmar-
kers, Inc. sells PLeeFiX™markers to various distributors 
on a worldwide scale. PLeeFiX™ markers have different 
uses but are always used as reference points in natural 
grass sport play areas, in athletic stadiums, as indicators 
of underground water pipes, gas lines, cemetery markers, 
electrical cables, underground tanks, etc. Pointmarkers, 
Inc. produces the PLeeFiX™ markers for those uses 
mentioned above. There may be other uses for the product that 
Pointmarkers, Inc. is unaware of. If questions about PLeeFiX™ 
markers’ uses arise, please contact Pointmarkers,
Inc.’s support at contact@pleefix.com.
PLeeFiX™ markers are intended for natural grass fields, 
not for synthetic fields. 
PLeeFiX™ markers are not toys or play things.
Only an iron mallet should be used to plant PLeeFiX™ 
markers.
PLeeFiX™ markers can be planted in hard ground 
surfaces. Before planting, using a small chisel, make a 
hole in the ground where the PLeeFiX™ marker will be 
located, pour a small amount of water into the hole to 
soften the soil, and then follow the Instructions for planting 
a PLeeFiX™ marker.

Because the soil has a tendency to move due to weather 
conditions and regular sports, check that the PLeeFiX™ 
markers are correctly in place, by attempting to pull them 
each out by hand. If unable to pull the PLeeFiX™ markers 
out, they are firmly in place. If you are able to pull the PLeeFiX™ 
markers out by hand, please replant them in a different 
location. 
Should you need to pull out a PLeeFiX™ marker, you 
must use a shovel.

The DRIVING TOOL has two openings which are different.
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